






Applications of thrust and torque measurement

By using the TT-Sense® propeller thrust measuring possibilities, the 

performance of the propeller and hull can be measured separately 

providing an important input to fuel saving and maintenance 

investment decisions. Customers have reported savings of up to 20% 

on fuel and maintenance costs by managing propeller performance 

and hull resistance at full scale.

In combination with a monitoring or management system, such 

as VAF Instruments PEM2, PEM4 or IVY®, the TT-Sense® measuring 

system can be used in a variety of applications. 

The benefits of measuring torque: 

- Determines the total ship resistance change over time.

- Provides insight into engine performance related to  

consumed fuel.

- Enables optimisation of the efficiency of engine-driven 

installations to reduce fuel costs.

- Visualisation of engine load margin. Avoiding engine overload.

- Monitoring of torque, speed, power and, when combined with 

Flowmeters, fuel consumption.

- Direct visual control of the effects of operational changes.

- Torsional vibration analysis for frequencies up to 50 Hz.

The benefits of measuring propeller thrust in 
addition to torque:

- Enables optimisation of ship’s propulsion performance.

- Provides detailed insight in separated performance of  

propeller and hull. 

- Determines the proper individual timing for a hull or 

 propeller cleaning based on the actual hull resistance or 

propeller performance.

- Direct detailed visualisation of the effects of  

operational changes.

- Measures hull cleaning and/or new hull coating effects on  

the ship’s resistance.

- Measures propeller cleaning and/or repair effects.

- Determines the optimal settings for propeller efficiency at 

actual conditions for a controllable pitch propeller.

- Measures new propeller designs, and/or hull designs or 

modifications (like for instance a new bulbous bow design).

- Measures the effect of Energy Saving Devices

- Detects cavitation.

- Prevents from negative thrust during deceleration, thus 

avoiding energy waste.

- Continuous, long term trending and analysis of detailed 

propulsion KPIs.

- Beneficial to compliance with ISO 14001 and/or ISO 19030

Energy conversions & efficiencies  

Only by measuring propeller thrust you are able to separate the propeller efficiency from the hull resistance
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TT-Sense®

Control box for stator part
P���� ������ 115 or 230 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz ± 20%

P���� 	�
����t��
 40 VA maximum

I
��t 2,4 GHz fully protected encrypted signal

O�t��t RS 485 for Modbus over TCP/IP or 4-20 mA 

isolated current output (optional)

D���
���
� 408 x 360 x 111 mm

 

Rotor equipment
Mt���� �f ���
t�
� ��
�� Carbon steel

Mt���� ��t��s� 	���� Polyurea coated high density foam

Mt���� 	����
�t�� ��� Carbon steel

S�ft ����s s�t�	t��
 Accelerometer signal

O�t��t 2,4 GHz fully protected encrypted signal

S�ft s���t�� Min. 200 mm, max. 1000 mm

D���
���
� Depending on shaft diameter

O���t�
� t�����t��� -10°C to 60°C

M�����
� t����
	� < 0,25% F.S.D. on torque  

< 1,0% F.S.D. on thrust

 

PEM4
S����� ���t�� 115 to 230 VAC to power supply unit

P���� 	�
����t��
 8 W in full activity

T�����t��� �
�� -20 to +60º C

I
��t Ethernet signal from SPU3

C�

�	t��
� RJ45 Ethernet connection on back  

(bottom side) of panel

D����� 	���� TFT LCD, PCAP touch screen, 7.0” (1024 x  

600 dots) with adjustable LED backlight

D���
���
� 235 x 150 x 44 mm (w x h x d)

C�t ��t 217,6 x 128,6 mm (w x h)

C�t ��t s��t� 38 mm

F��
t �
�� t��	�
��� 6 mm

P��t�	t��
 	��� IP 65 at front facia

N�t �����t 1,3 kg

SPU3 
S����� ���t�� 115 to 230 VAC ± 10%

P���� 	�
����t��
 60 W

CP� 1GHz, SDRAM 512MB DDR3L 800 MHZ

D���t� �
��t 2x RS 485 Modbus connection for input signal 

from T-Sense® or TT-Sense® optical sensors 

and an additional NMEA input. 

A
��� �
��t 9 x optional (galvanic isolated) 4-20mA, used 

for shaft generator input, auxiliary power or 

ViscoSense®3D 

P���� 	��
t�� Max. 12 Flowmeter pulse inputs 

 1x pulse input for  speed log

PT100 �
��t Max. 12, used for fuel temperature 

compensation at Flowmeters.

D���t� ��t��t RJ45 Ethernet for connection to PEM4 touch 

screens or to a pc on board, either direct 

or via the ships network. RS 485 Modbus 

connection for data transfer to an external 

system like AMS (Alarm and Monitoring 

System) or for connection to a separate pc 

running PEM data logger software (optional)

D���
���
� 660 x 300 x 165 mm (w x h x d)

P��t�	t��
 	��� IP65 

N�t �����t Approx. 10 kg

PEM2
S����� ���t�� 24 V DC ± 10% 

P���� 	�
����t��
 10 W

T�����t��� �
�� 0 to 55º C

I
��t Modbus signal from TT-Sense®

C�

�	t��
� Screw terminals and RS485 connection on 

back panel

D����� 	���� TFT-touch screen 5.6” (320x234 dots) with 

adjustable LED backlight

D���
���
� 188 x 143 x 46 mm (w x h x d)

C�t ��t 174.5 x 132.5 mm (w x h)

C�t ��t s��t� 40 mm

F��
t �
�� t��	�
��� 6 mm

P��t�	t��
 	��� IP 65 at front facia

N�t �����t 0,8 kg

N�t �����t 0,8 kg

 

Technical specification
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Dimensions

TT-Sense® 

SPU3 Signal Processing Unit
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TT-Sense® optional components

CONTROL BOX

STATOR

COIL+ANTENNA

PEDESTAL

OPTIONAL

         DETAIL

MOUNTING HOLES

PLATE STATOR COIL

(ACTUAL OUTSIDE DIAM MAY VARY -30mm)
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